The Zhou Culture
Around the 11th century BCE, China’s Shang dynasty was conquered by a tribal
confederation, known as the Zhou people, emerging from the West. The Zhou
distinguished themselves by advocating a set of cultural values including filial
piety, sincerity, loyalty, diligence, caring for the people, etc. The Zhou believed
that the favor of Heaven, referred to as the Mandate of Heaven, switched
between rulers depending on how well they represented these cultural values.
The remnants of the old Shang aristocracy continued to live under Zhou rule,
and thus began an era of cultural hybridity.
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This was the cultural milieu into which
Confucius was born in 551 BCE. His father
was a low-ranking Shang nobleman, while
his mother was from a Zhou aristocratic
family. Although Confucius expressed his
desire to follow the Zhou culture, modern
scholars suggest that he was creating a
new

cultural

mix,

consolidating

the

traditions of the three legendary dynasties,
Xia, Shang, and Zhou.

Having conquered China’s central plain, the Zhou established a feudal system
(fengjian) that involved enfeoffing conquered lands to their vassals. Enfeoffed
vassals vowed to pay feudal homage to their lord by providing military support
when called upon. However, centuries later, this feudal system had diluted
central power, and the
authority of the Zhou
court had declined. In the
sixth century BCE, the
Zhou king found himself
surrounded by powerful
vassals

who

barely

respected his authority.
Confucius was bothered
by this situation.
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Political Career
In his late 40s and early 50s,
Confucius held government
posts in the Lu state as
magistrate, assistant minister
of public works, and minister
of

justice.

political

However,

life

was

his

hardly

successful, as his loyalty to
traditions offended the Lu power-holders. At the age of 56, discontent with his
superiors’ indulgence in sensuous delight, Confucius left his native state and
embarked on a journey to find the right ruler who would practice his policies.
This political mission failed, but Confucius spread his name and impressed
people he encountered during the journey with his erudition, moral virtues, and
determination.

At the age of 67 he returned
home to devote his life to
teaching the classics. He died in
479 BCE, at the age of 73. It is
reported that 72 of his students
mastered the “six arts”, and his
extended

circle of

numbered 3,000.
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followers

Human Dignity through Ritual
In Confucius’ eyes, the proper behavioral standards for everyone in society were
prescribed in the ancient classics in
terms of ritual (li)—in his words, a ruler
should act like a ruler, a minister like a
minister, a father like a father, and a
son like a son. The problem with the
world, for Confucius, was that people
disregarded traditional social norms—
usurpation of titles was common and
ritual misbehavior ubiquitous.

According

to

Confucius,

the

purpose of life is to express one’s
dignity

through

cultivation

and

life-long

self-

emersion

in

classical traditions. He trained his
pupils in the “six arts”, including
the

mastery

of

ritual,

music,

archery, charioteering, calligraphy,
and arithmetic, combined with the
learning of poetry and history.
With this curriculum, he enjoyed a
brilliant teaching career in his 30s.
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Confucius internalized the meaning of ritual performance. For him, attending a
ceremony without the correct mindset is unacceptable—proper attitude is more
important than behavior. For instance, regarding a funeral, feeling sorrow
sincerely

weighs

more

than

providing extravagant offerings.
This proper mental state in ritual
performance is referred to by
Confucius as “ren”, translated in
modern English as “Goodness”,
“Humanness”, or “Benevolence”.

Career as a Teacher
Confucius devoted his life to
learning and teaching for the
purpose of improving society.
Before him, education was
monopolized by aristocratic
families as an instrument for
teaching their sons specific
arts. Confucius redefined the
meanings and forms of education. He opened the door to education for all and
recruited disciples from the common class. He sought to create a cohort of welleducated, responsible, moralist elite as potential leaders of society.
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In his vision, the moralist elite,
titled gentlemen (junzi), would
serve as role models for the
community.

These

exemplary

persons,

characterized

by

incessant

self-cultivation,

fulfil

through

social

their

life

interaction. While they learn “for the sake of the self”, they serve the world by
participation in public service. Living like a hermit, distancing oneself from
community and family life, was criticized by Confucius.

Despite failing to realize his political vision, Confucius’ teachings, later called
Confucianism, were adopted by the imperial government during the second
century BCE. Confucianism has since continued to be a critical component of the
cultural foundation of Chinese civilization to this day.
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